
Our story 

A number of years ago, we decided that we could change the way legal services are delivered. 

That we could do them better. At gunnercooke, we believe the potential of our clients and our 

people rests with our ability to free the law and make it work as it should. Today, we attract 

passionate lawyers and advise with authority: every gunnercooke lawyer has a minimum 10,000 

hours practising experience. 

 

Flexibility, transparency and freedom guide everything we do. Flexibility for our people to work 

how they want. Transparency of cost for our clients because we removed time recordings and 

billable hours. Freedom for our people and clients to achieve their personal and professional 

aspirations. 

 

We work with clients that believe tradition is there to be tested, not obeyed. Working together, 

we help them seek opportunities and push the boundaries of what’s possible. 

 

Providing a suite of corporate and commercial legal services, gunnercooke is one of the UK’s 

fastest-growing challenger brands. Proud of what we have achieved, committed to doing more. 

 

 

Natalie Da Silva  
 

Email: Natalie.DaSilva@gunnercooke.com 

Mobile: +27 784 966 155 

 

Overview  

What she’s best at 

Natalie has over 9 years' experience in commercial law, and her 

experience covers a wide range of commercial contracts, such as 

those to do with: co-manufacturing, transportation, warehousing 

services, IT services, outsourcing, and consultancy agreements.  She also drafts standard terms 

and conditions for the sale of products and supply of services (to consumer and business), and 

website terms.  Natalie understands how property issues can impact commercial arrangements, 

as well as having strong knowledge in regulatory compliance in the food industry. 

 

We don’t believe in law as usual 

For us, law is inspiring… 

[Insert photo] 



 

Natalie has exceptional attention to detail and always ensures that her work is delivered within 

the timescales required by Partners. Her vast wealth of experience in several areas under 

Commercial law means that she can easily tailor her skills to deliver a high quality service. 

Who she works for 

Manufacturing - consumer products - food and drink, bottled waters, infant formula, pet 

food. 

 

 

Experience Highlights 

• Negotiation of transitional agreements for the acquisition of a major yoghurt and fromage 

frais business. 

• Implementing new warehousing arrangements for a newly built facility, including overseeing 

property issues and drafting/negotiating services agreements. 

• Review of all pet-food packaging and marketing material for health related claims to ensure 

compliance in light of legal challenge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


